
QuickView with new Haloptic targeting technology is a 

quantum leap forward in the speed, quality and distance 

of underground infrastructure inspection. With powerful 

pinpoint illumination and a built-in manhole camera, this 

new QuickView captures pipeline infrastructure in a single 

pass. It’s all you need to inspect pipe and manhole 

condition, scope maintenance work, and avoid confined 

space entry.

More than 2000 operators already trust QuickView for 

fast, comprehensive inspection. Municipalities use it to 

identify and prioritize maintenance issues. DOTs use it to 

assess culvert and storm pipe condition with minimal 

traffic exposure. Contractors use it to survey pipe before 

bidding, and to document 

completed work. 

Patent-pending Haloptic technology uses an engineered lamp/reflector 

combo to project a halo of light precisely aligned with the camera view. 

This concentrated beam floods pipe walls with light, and illuminates 

distant targets for maximum clarity and detail.

 See up to 400’ in lines 6–60”.

 Perform a comprehensive infrastructure survey 
at a fraction the cost of crawler inspection.

 Avoid the risk and cost of confined space entry.

 Scrutinize targets near and far with perfectly 
aligned illumination that never needs 
readjustment.

 Double your inspection range with 20 times 
more light than conventional zoom systems.

 Concentric light pattern bathes walls with light.

 Pole-mounted digital viewer/recorder captures 
22 hours of video and images on Micro SD card.

 Ergonomic operator vest holds controls and 
battery for easy operation.

Change How You See 
Pipe Infrastructure.

Auxiliary wide-angle rear 

camera views manhole and 

tank walls.

Pole-mounted wireless 

viewer/recorder stores up to 32 

GB of video and images.

Transport camera, vest and 

viewer/recorder in a 

self-contained, rugged kit.
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Zoom survey camera for inspecting pipes, manholes and tanks


